Reimagine Banking
With Elevate™
Create Modern, Engaging and
Secure Banking Experiences

HIGHLIGHTS
Set of solutions
 Works with existing core banking systems
 Links together existing channel
applications
 Features best-of-breed responsive portal
technology
 Offers self-service origination to create
simple and complex banking products
 Enables open banking to tap into new
revenue streams
 Provides built-in analytics and user
experience tools
 Strengthens omnichannel security and
upholds compliance

As the banking world continues to adapt to new technologies and disruptors,
two things remain the same – the need for good customer experiences and the
requirement for strong security.
Maintaining relevance is essential for pleasing customers. Financial institutions
must provide a modern, engaging and secure experience to maintain the loyalty
of an increasingly technology-savvy and demanding customer base. Digital
solutions must provide a consistent user experience (UX) over multiple channels,
real-time responsiveness and protection from data breaches and loss of
personal information.
Elevate™, the Unisys digital banking ecosystem, helps financial institutions
embrace disruption and revolutionize their underlying processes, capabilities and
technologies. It offers a set of solutions that work on premise or in the cloud with
existing core banking systems and links together existing channel applications to
provide a seamless customer experience.

Omnichannel Digital Banking for a

 Deploys on premise or in the cloud

Customer-First Experience

Benefits

Enable continuous, seamless and secure customer journeys
across mobile, internet, branch or contact center touchpoints.

 Accelerated digital transformation
 Increased enterprise efficiency
 More flexible and scalable delivery models
 Enhanced customer and banker
experience
 Improved security and behavioral profiling
 Faster speed to market

How You Benefit
Tools and Technology: Gain best-of-breed responsive portal
technology and self-service origination to create simple and
complex banking products. A set of integrated features makes it
easier to develop, adjust and deploy financial products, whether
opening a savings account, speeding up the loan application
process or reducing onboarding time by ensuring data consistency
and validation. Plus, you can streamline front-end and back-end
processes and improve the customer and employee experience.
Open Banking: Elevate incorporates all the capabilities to enable
open banking through application programming interfaces (APIs),
so you can deploy technology add-ons to deepen customer
relationships and improve new segment selection and acquisition
with on-demand agility, flexibility and scalability.
Analytics and Insight: Built-in advanced analytics allow banks
to collect and decipher information about customers and
their financial behavior and map it to the bank’s operational
performance to anticipate needs better and improve service.

Deployment: Elevate can be delivered as-a-service from a private
or public cloud or as an on-premise solution. A cloud delivery
model enables you to expand your digital ecosystem, enhance your
omnichannel service offerings and improve your speed to market
for digital services while shifting costs to a pay-for-use model.

Why Unisys?
Unisys is uniquely positioned to help banks adapt to today’s
business imperatives. We understand how to navigate the
complexity of bringing together various groups, stakeholders, data
sources, integrated systems, processes and practices to achieve
radical digital transformation. Our partnership with over 400
financial institutions worldwide demonstrates our ability to provide
trusted guidance while safeguarding your vital data. We apply deep
banking industry expertise and have experts that can consult with
you on how to move your business forward in the digital age and
enhance your customers’ banking experience.

UX: Tools for an intuitive and customizable UX design and the
integration of physical and digital interaction points help to ensure
you deliver superior digital customer experiences throughout the
end-to-end banking journey.
Security: With Elevate, you can strengthen omnichannel security
and stay on top of regulations without compromising the
customer experience. Elevate provides integrated risk-based
adaptive behavioral and biometric profiling features to securely
identify customers, authenticate access, and validate documents
and transactions in real time. Artificial intelligence technology
monitors system and user behavior to identify and signal
abnormal or suspicious behavior. Plus, you can choose to take
advantage of Unisys Stealth® to apply identity-based encryption
and micro-segmentation techniques to mitigate cyberattacks from
outside or inside your institution.

Enhance Value Through
Advanced Analytics
Powered by an advanced analytics
engine, Elevate takes unstructured
customer data and turns it into insight
to enhance sales, service and product
performance.

To explore how Unisys Elevate can help you create modern, engaging and
secure banking experiences, visit us online or contact us today.
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